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FOREWORD 
The design and development effort described in this report ~as 
performed by the Mechanical Systems Operations, Aerojet-Ge~leral Corpora-
t ion, Azusa, California, as part of the SNAP-8 Elec'brical Systems 
Contract being conducted within the Power System,s Department. The work 
was performed under NASA Contract NAS 5 -417 with Mr. Mart in J;. Saari as 
NASA Program Manage,;r and Dr. W. F It B~,nks as Aerojet-General Corporation 
Program Manager. Acknowledgement is igiven Mes'sers. H. 0 .. Slone and 
A. Stromquist of. NASA-lewis Research. Center for their guidance and 
as s istance • 
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ABS'1'.RACT 
This report describes th~ design and development of a mercury pumPcand 
motor for use in the SNAP-8 Electrical Generating System while in a space 
environ\1ient. The pump, a combination jet-centrifugal type, is driven by a 
motor with oil-lub~icated ball bearings. A dynamic, shaft seal-to-space is 
used to separate thG mercury and the lubricant oil. 
The pump has been under development since 1963 •. A total of 6 units 
have been built and operated for an accumulated testing time of' 22,213 hours; 
the longest 'test time on one unit was 12,227 hom::s. The pump vTaS consirlered 
to be successful and exceeded the specification requirements for a 10,000 
hour life. The only complicatiop.s encou.nteredwere in the seal-to"'space. 
The pump development is currently being continued as of December, 1968. 
(j 
,. 
The current goal is to extend the pump design life from 10,000 hours to 
approximately 40,000 hours. The potential problems that need to be resolved 
in order to extend the pump life include cavitation damage on the back side 
of the impeller hub and on the mercury Viscoseal. 
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SUMMARY 
A mercury pump-motor assembly was designed and developed as a boiler 
feed pump for the SNAP-8 nuclear turbo-electric space'pbwer system. The 
design was started in 1963, and the development is '~'continuing at the present. 
The pump motor assembly is re~uired to pump mercury at a temperature of 
approximately 500°F, contin1,lously for 10,,000 hours within the performance 
envelope. The~ump motor assembly, except for the seal-to-space vent ports, 
is a self-contained, hermetically-sealed unit. The pump motor assembly, 
hereaf~.er~) referred to as the "mercury pump", contains a centrifuga,l pump, 
. low-lealmge dynamic seals, and an induction motor mounted on a single shaft 
and supported '\~by angular contact ball bearings. Eolyphenyl ether (Mix 4P3E) 
c' 
is used as a motor and space-seal coolant and as a lubricant for the bearings. 
Integral with the assembly are a jet pump and lubricant-coolant valves with 
associated plumbing. The jet pump is used to increase the mercury pump 
suction performance during startup when the system pressure is low. 
This report describes the work accompil..ished during the pump motor 
design. and deovelopment conducted at Aerojet"!'General Corporation during the 
period from 1963 to 1968. The report includes the more significan"b details 
'l::"'~ 
of the analysis and design including the highlights of the development 
progress up to December 1968. 
During this period six different mercury pumps were tested for a cum-
ulative test time of 21,213 hours. One pump was tested for 12,227 hours and 
was subjected to 109 startups during this 'test. The test results y:~rified 
that the short-term performance of the mercury pump was approximately as 
designed. The mercury pump motor assembly efficiency was 12.7% "lith a jet 
pump hydraulic efficiency of 12.5% and a combined j et-cent~~fUga!! pu~p 
hydraulic efficiency of 29%. 
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SUMMARY (cont.l 
The only significant problem encountered during development was the 
rupture 01' :":le bellows in the carbon face seal lift-off device. The shaft 
seals have a carbort face seal with a lift-off device to reduce wear during 
steady s,tat~ operation. The lift-off device consisted of a bel~ows actuated 
with a high pressure fluid. Originally, the actuating pressure was supplied 
by mercu"ry frorp. the purrrp discharge. In ~I):l is mode of operation, the "wate;ri~" 
~ I( , 
hammer" effect of the mercury ruptured t6e actuating bellows. Su,bsequentJ.-Y/j' 
200 psi nitrogen was used to supply the actuating pressure. However, the 
'l 
problem was not ,completely solved, and there were still instances of bellows 
failure. A new J"ift-off device was designed," and is presently being 
developed :eor incorporation into thf,l mercury pump design. 
A mercury pump post-test analysis after the 12, 227-hour test indicated 
that there we~e two problems which might limit the mercury pump life to less 
than 5 years. One was cavitation damage of the space seal parts and of the 
pump impeller hub next to the back vanes. The other problem was fouling of 
the visco pump grooves by mass ,transfe:r:;, deposits. Solutions to these 
problems ,which are currently under study" should not require major changes 
() in the pump design. The'mercury pump is considered developed, since it has 
met the original performance and the 10,000 hour endurance requiremynts. 
, ~ 
.Testing is currently being conaucted on two mercury pumps which are oper-
ating wi thin the power conversiol1, s,ystem to· achieve a five year life wi thin 
\\ 
.specification performance limits., " 
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I. INTRODUCTION 
The systems for nuclear auxiliary power (SNAP) program was initiated by 
" \ 
the Natioi~al Aeronautics and Space Administration to develop a series of power 
systems for use in outer space. SNAP-8 was the designation of the program 
that was awarded to·the Mechanical Systems Operrations of the Aerojet"'General 
Corporation under Contract NAS 5-4l7. The primary objectj.ve of the SNAP-8 
, " \ 
'.' 
Program was to develop, a system which v10uld convert heat from 'i a nuclear 
reactor into 35 kw of ·,useful electrical power. The components were to have 
a design life of 10,000 hout'g" (unattended), and the design was to reflect the.c: 
then-current "technology. 
The SNAP-8 system design utilizes a mercury Rankine-cycl,e for the 
Ii 
conversion of heat into electrical energy as shown\,in Figure 1. A mercury 
pump is used to force liquid through a boiler which\raporizes the mercury and 
" \ 
. "/ \ 
provides the force to drive ,~he turbine. The turbine\then drives the alternator 
which generates the electrical power. The turbine exhausts to a .. condenser and 
the liquid mercury the.p returns to the pump. The n:ercury condensateenters'('the 
0,0. " 
pump at a flow of 1. 8 gpm, an inlet temperature of, 505' It., and pref? sure of 10. 5 
psia. The mercury" pre'~sure increases to 498 psia at the pump outlet with a 
'\ " resulting head rise of 87 feet acr~~s th~ pump. 
" 
The primary design considerations of the pump were the selection of 
materials compatible with the hot mercury, the designing of a shaft sealing 
system which would prevent the mercurY and 'the lubri,cant from mixing with one 
\ , 
another or to leak out into space, and the designihg of a set of components 
whic!l wOl11d perform wi thout failure for 10,000 hours. Evaluation of several 
te:sted pu.m.ps gave strong indications of an expected life considerably in 
excess of the 10,000 hours. 
" 
, , 
The basic m~rcury pump deElign is a single shaft·machine consi!3ting of 
a centrifugal impeller t~e ptmp with a jet pump at the. inlet to boost the 
pump suction pressure a,uring startup e,.nd during steady state operation to 
enha,nce the impeller pump suct:ion perfornance (Figure 2) 0, The pump is 
,1 
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Figure 1. SNAP-8 System Loop Schematic Showing Location (Crosshatching) 
of the Mercury Pump-Motor Assembly 
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driven by a conventional 400 Hz, three-phase, squirrel-cage, induction motor. 
The pump and the motor are ov,erhung on the opposite ends of a shaft supported 
{) I) " 
"by angular-contact ball bearings. The bearings are lubricated c with an 
organ~p fluid of polyphenyJ, ether (Mix-4p3E), and the motor and mercury j/ ,) 
seallto space are cooled with the same fluid. 
This report covers the d.esign of the pump and the subsequ~nt develop-
ment efforts between 1963 and tecember 1968,~ 
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II. MERCURY PUMP DESIGN 
The general philosophy ,used in the design of the pump was one of con-
servatism. Wherepo:::sible, design margin was used so that maximum flexibility, 
of operation could be obtained. A mercury pump design for long life led to 
'} the se+ection of a centrifugal-impeller type pump. This type was selected to 
avoid the life-limiting wear associated with pumps of the positive:,-displacement 
type. A centrifugal pump./Junlike a positive-displacement pump, contains no 
basic r~bbing parts in the pumping elements. Another ce~rifug.~l pump ad-
'. \_,' 
vantage is its adaptability to slight changes in performancerequirements~ 
New requirements can be imposed wi thoutnecessi tating \ch~)nges in t4e pastc 
centrifugal pump design ,or operating conditions. The mercurY pump design was 
required to be wi~p.in the current technology (1963). The following were the 
nominal performance requirements on which the mercury pump design was based: 
. () 
Characteristic 
Service Fluid 
Flow, gal/min 
Head rise across pump, ft 
of Suction (inlet} temperature, 
Minimum Net Positive Suction Head 
(I~SH) available (during start 
transient at 40% rated flow), ft 
j 
Minimum efficiency (HYdraulic output/ 
Electrical input), % 
Life, hours 
'-:) 
mercury 
1.8 
87 
505 
0.14' 
11 
'-' 10 000 , 
Materials in direct contact w:i.th mercury were selected for their 
resis~tance to attack, by' hot liquid mercury as well as for their strength and 
creep properties at the pump op~rating temperatures. ,The materials of con-
G 
struction of the more important elemerlts of the1?ump and motor are as shown 
in Table I. A comparison of mercury pump efficiencies is shown in Table II. 
, 
The mercury p~"J,loads are as shown J.n Figure 3. 
o 'I 
,D ,;. 
t;) 
TABLE I MERCURY PUMP MOTOR ASSEMBLY LIST OF MAJOR MATERIALS 
Pump Element 
Shaft 
Dynamic Seals 
Bearings 
Bearing Housing 
PumP Housing 
Motor Housing 
Pump Jet Nozzle 
Pump Suction and Discharge Lines 
Pump +mpeller 
Motor Statbr larninations 
Motor Rotor Laminations 
Rotor Conductor Bars 
'0 
Motor Stator WindingB 
c; 
Motor Insulation System 
r'::" 
Material 
AISI 4340 
AISI 4340 
M50-CEVM (Triple 
Vacu~m Melt) 
9Cr-lMo 
9Cr-lMo 
9Cr-li1o 
9Cr-lMo 
9Cr-lMo 
9Cr-lMo 
Ml9 
M19 
Silver 
,Copper 
Polyimide "ML" 
Alloy Steel 
Alloy Steel t) 
Tool Steel 
All,oy SteeL) 
Alloy Steel 
Alroy Steel 
Alloy Steel 
Alloy Steel 
Alloy Steel 
S:i.,licon Steel 
Silicon Steel 
Organic 
r' 1- ~ 
TABLE II .ME:RCURY PUMP EFFICIENCIES 
Efficiency, % 
Jet PU!!!}2 Cent. Pump' Jet-cent. Pu~ Pump Motor Assembll 
Required 11 
Expected 15 41 22 10.6 
Achieved 12·5 49 29 12·7 
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CENTRIFUGAL PUMP 
An analysis of the mercury pump requirements indicated that the 
centrifugal pump should be designed for as high a rotating speed as possible 
~ , 
to obtain maximum efficiency 0 The maximum speed that c,ould be used, however, 
was dependent upon motor and bearing l:j.,mitations. The cent~ifugal pump was, 
therefore, optimized with respect to the motor and bearing designs. A 7,800 
rpm centrif-q.gal-pump speed was selected onjthe basis of the motor's 400 Hz 
(~, 
input frequency. (i 
1. Impeller Design 
Reference 1 describes the standard industry approach in "l:ihe 
-,.r",.~ 
design ofa centrifugal·,·.pump impeil',~~) for commercial pumps. Utilizing this 
! 
approach, the generalized parameter '~specif'ic speed was used to classify 
impeller pumps b,Y the~r hydraulic characteristics. "Specific speed" (N
s
) i,s 
define-das follows: 
" 
where N = ptunp speed in revolutions-per-minute 
Q = pump flow in gallons-per-minute 
and H = pump head rise in feet. \~. 
For a 7,800 rpm centri~ugal-pump design speed, a 1.8 gallon-per-minute design 
f+ow, and an 87 foot (design) head rise, the centrifUgal pump's specific 
speed would be 522.' 
HYdraulic design a~d mapufacturing considerations were used 
to determ:Lne the geometry of the impeller's' Eassages. Flow' transitions were 
selecte,d which minimized friction losses and maintained maximum fluid control. 
On the basis of empirical data,. an i~peller design with four front vanes was 
selected, and the' front -vane parruneters, were as follows: 
o 
8 c 
" 
, , 
'0 
I !;..~ 
(I 
Front-Vane Parameters 
Impei;ller diameter, inches 
Impeller vane height at dischar@e, inch 
Impeller I inle,t diameter, inch 
Impeller van~ height at inlet, inch 
Front-vane inlet angle, degrees 
Front-vane dischar~ angle; degrees 
! ('. 
2.0 if (I 
,-' 
O~::l ~.~ 
II-
.0.75 
0.22 
15 
25 
To reduce the axial thrust on ~the bearings and the 
pressure on the dynamic shaft seal, back vanes were also included in the im-
peller design. Using empirical data the optimized back-vane parametess were 
as follows: 
Back-Vane Parameters 
Number of back vanes 
Bac~-vane height, inch 
. (/ Back-vane')-clearance, inch 
Back-vane length, inches 
2. .!!2us ing De sign , 
32 
0.10 
0.10 
1.22 
The height-to-front vane clearance relationship required 
~ 
that the impeller vane height be at least 0.1 inch at the impeller discharge. 
To accommodate this vane height, the volute housing was designed for partial 
emission <1:1/3 Flowing Section) .. (; A full admission design would have required 
C:~03 ~nch vane height, and 0.015 inch front . vane clearance. • Performance with 
" such a (gesign WOll1d be les~ predictable. 
Characteristic 
Admission, degrees 
(J 
Inlet angle, degrees 
Inlet velocity, feet per second 
C'l 
9 
120 
8.9 
29.1 
, 
, 
.... 
I' 
Sl ,. 
3. Performance 
a. Hydraulic Efficiency 
For the specified pump suction conditions, calcula-
tions showed the h~rdraulic design to be adequate. 
b. Suction Performance Estimate 
An estimate of the centrifugal-pump's suction perfor-
mance was made by examining the local flow patterns at the various impelle~ 
inlet areas. The analysis indicated that the centrifugal-pump should be free 
of c.avitation at suction specific speeds of up to 9,000. Since the design 
suction specific speed was only 6,000, there was sufficient margin for any 
unexpected perturbations. 
Suction Specific Speed = (Q 1/) 
, NPSH 3/4 
c. Impeller-Loading Det-:~rmination 
The radial loading on the impelle.r was determined by 
n, 
-,' 
examining t~e pressure distribution around the impeller periphery. The 
following J:'adial and axial loading on the impeller was calculated. 
Flow (~ Desi~n) 
0 
50 
100 
130 
". The 
Radial Load (Pounds) 
29 
13 
7.5 
12 
Axial Load-l?9unds) 
)~~,) ---
55 
53 
50 
45 
axial loading" on the c impeller was to a large 
of back vanes. Analysis of the wressure distri-
bution on the pymp hQqsing at various flows showed that the "highest axial. 0 
loading: to be expec;ted under any normal operation condition is 55 pound~ at 
nominal design conditions, with a loading "of ll(}pounds only at startup. 
\,) . 
extent neutralized by the use 
JET PUMP 
Ij The'~p~ose of the jet pump was to provide adequate s~ction pres-
,'. 
sure to the centrif'ugalpump to prevent cavitation in the centrif'ug~l. pump 
during startup and extended operation. ' Since. cavitation. damage was a critical 
factor in the performance of the. pump during starting and fO:F'long duration 
<, 
operatio:tl, more emphasis ,was pla'ced upon produci'ng a noncavitating p~than 
a high performance;' pump.:J 
o 10 
The jet pump design parameters were selected on the basis of the 
centrifugal pump requir\3men~s and reliability considerations. To ensure that 
the centrifugal pump would not cavitate, the jet pump was designed to produce 
('I 
sufficient head so that the centrifugal pump would not be required to operate 
at suction specific speeds of greater than 6000 under any startup or steady-
state conditions. The)optimum design for the jet pump required a rather small 
discharge nozzle area for the jet. It was expected that such a small nozzle 
~,. 
discharge area would be susceptible to c,logging if the mercury fluid should 
become contaminated. The nozzle was therefore sized for maximum reliability 
with a resulting compromise in jet pump performance. 
A jet pump's maximum efficiency is usually about 30%, but 
compromises for m.inimum nozzle size and low Reynolds Numbers reduced the 
predicted efficiency to about 15%. 
The hydraulic and physical design parameters for the jet pump " 
were as follows: 
Hydraulic and Physical Design Parameters 
Ratio of drive head to s'uction head 
Ratio of through-flow to jet-flow 
Ratio of jet-pump head to centrifugal-
pump head 
iil Suction fIow velocity, ftl sec 
Jet discharge velocity, ftl sec 
" 
J etp:ump discharge hea.d, ft 
Reyno~dts Number for drive jet 
Jet nozzle diameter, inch 
M~ing section cl.iameter, inch,. 
G ' 
11 
G 
'" 
1/ 
~,/ 'I 
200 
1.29 
C' 
'0.11 
4.73 
64.7 
6.6 
6.5 x 105 
0.093 
" 
0.404 
(8 
\1 
II 
)) 
,';; 
. II 
, /1 
Q 
c. SHAFT SEALS . 
A dynamic sealing system is used to prevent the intermixin~ of 
the mercury working fluid and th~ organic bearing lubricant. A vent-to-space 
cavity is provided between the two sealing systems so that the small fluid 
J"eakages are ported to space. Additionally, since the dynamic sealing systems 
are (mly effective' when the shaft is rotat,ing above 6,000 rpm, two carbon face 
'I 
seals are employed, one on the mercury side and one on the oi! side. The carbon 
"--1' 
face seals provide sealing when the pump is stationary and during start-up and 
shut-down operations. During normal operation, these carbon face seals are 
lifted away from the rotating mating surface to minimize contact wear. 
1. Mercury Shaft-Seal 
The mercury shaft-seal consists of a Visco-pump, a molecular 
pump, and a carbon face-seal in series. The visco-pump is basically a screw 
pump, with a rotating helical channel in a close-fitting hopsing, which generates 
\' 
'., a pressure differential balancing the back-vane hub pressure of the centrifugal 
ppmp's impeller (see Reference 2). Thiso pressure ,balance produces a liquid-vapor 
';",' 
;\. 
\\in,terface. Molecules evaporating from the interface are restricted from flmving 
to space by the adjacent molecular pump. The mOlecular P'L'!lllP, similar in,. appear-
ance,' to the visco-pump, is used to return the gas particles to the liquid inter-
face by the p~cess of absorption and remittance following collision with the 
, rota ~ing heg:ist and the h~uSing (see Refere,nce 3). 
ao Mercury Visco-pump 
,,0" For th/visco-Pump to function as, an effective dynamic 
"1 Id t bl 1 0 • d 1 . 0 t f 0 .' d 1 B 1 0 th 0 t sea , a co ,so a e ~qu~ -y:a.por~n er ace ~s reqmre • (, Y coo ~ng e l.n er-
e! 
face, the vapor pressure is reduced. A heat exchanger is contained within the 
seal hous1ng which Uses the SNAP--:8 organic fluid CMix-4p3E) as· a cooling medium. 
The purpose is to lower the temperature at. tJle J.iqu~d/var5'or interface of the seal 
u 
in order to lower the vapor pr'essure, and hence reduce leakagefs to' acceptable 
'I 
values~ .. The following were the optimized visco-pump system parameters: 
12 
I' j. 
t • 
~ 
\ 
Visco-pump System Parameters 
o Coolant inlet temperature, F 
Coolant flow, pounds-per-hour 
Mercury liquid/vapor interface temp., of 
Visco-pump geometry: 
Diameter, inches 
Length, inches 
Radial clearance, inch " 
Helix ang~e, degrees 
Groove width, inch 
\f 
Land width, inch 
Groove depth, inch 
Numb~r of groove starts 
Power consumptlon, horsepower 
press~e generation, psi/inch 
-, 
l 
• 
210 
2600 
300 
1.25 
0.003 
15 
0~083 
,~-~/ 
O.083~-- . 
0.0125 
6 
0.25 
:::' 75 
Mercury Molecular Pump 
The mercury molecular pump waS designed to keep the 
\ mercury vapor leakage below ft,ve pounds in iO,oOo h'0urs for 'a mercury liquid/ 
vapor interface temperature of 3000 F or lower. The optimized molecular pump 
design parameters are as follows: 
Seal Geometry 
DQameter, inches· 
Length, inches " 
Radial clearance, inch 
Helix angle, degrees 
.~, 6 Groove width, inch 
Land width, inch 0 
Groove depth, inch 
'c 
Number of groove starts Ii 
Expected mercury leakage,lb/tO,OOO-hr 
,,~ 
- 13 
1.625 
1.42 
,0.003 
"i! 
2:;.)25 
0.10 ' 
0.10 
" 
variable from 0.010 tqj 0.06'0 
I) 
c 
\\ 
Bellows~Type Carbon Face Seal 
The bellows-type carbon face seal is used to seal 
the pump when the pump is not rotating. 
_..i/ /) 
The seal would not last 10,000 'flOurs 
if it was allovTed to rub continuously during pump operation, theref0re, a 
lift-off device"was incorporated into the sealing system to lift the seal 
~ 
when the pump speed reached 6,000 rpm. The lift-off device originally consisted 
of a bellows which is ported to the' discharge of the mercury pump. As the pump 
discharge pressure increases beyond 200 psia, the lift-off device liftslthe carben 
face seal from the running ring. The process is reversed 'when the pump 1.s 
. () 
shut down. The. maximum power consumption expected for the faGe seal is less 
than 0.2 horsepower with the seals engaged. 
2. Lubricant Seal 
The lubricant seal consists of a slinger and 
. ) 
/.I .#~ r~ 
a molecular 
pump in series as a dynamic seal,Cand a carbon face seal for a s~tic se~~. 
The slinger is used to develop a stable liquid/vapor interface, ~£~'the 
molecular pump is 'used to restrict the leakage of vapor molecules .. " The 
,. 
function of the carbon face seal is to, seal when the dynamic seal is not 
II 
capable of' performing the seali.ng function as described for the mercury 
shaft seal. 
a. Lubricant Slinger 
'.' 
'::c' The slinger is a smooth disk with a return groove 
in the housing at the "outer periphery for returning the lubricant to the 
lubrication system. It was ass,.embled with an axial c)..earance of 0.019 inch 
, _',,' (, -, ',J( '," r: 
and a radial clearance of 0.010 inch'a.nd generated a pressure of 5 psia while 
o 0 
maintaining a" stable interface.' The expe~ted power consumption is 0:35 
horsepower. 
Lubricant Molecular Pump 
Ii) 
The mole~ular pamp minimizes the leakage of the 
organic fl1!lid (vapor) past the /$haft~ The expected ieakage rate of the 
, ~ ~. ~ :, .) 
optimized design is abOut 0.08 pound per 10,000 hours. 
:C3 
, \, 
() 
o 
c· 
The geometry of the ~olecular pump is as follows: 
\~ .. \ 
Geometry of Molecular Pump 
Diameter, inches 1.7 
Length, inch II 0.85 
Radial clearance, inch 0.003 
. v 
Helix angle, degrees 4~25) 
, Groove width, inch 0.18 
- -
land width, inch 0.22 
-. 
".> t 
< 
Groove depth, iuch 0~0575 
c 
Nuplber of groove starts r~ 1 
c. Lubricant Carbon: Face Seal 
J_ 
the same as the one on 
'l-:he" carbon face sE)al on the oil Side'OfY'th;,:,thaf't is 
the mercury side. It is also''''actuated by the mercury" 
pump discharge pressure to lifJG off when a speed of 6,000 rpm is attained. 
D. LUBRICATION SYSTEM 
The requirement to 
of 'conventional ball" bearings .. 
use,conventiona;L techn910gy d:;ctated theouse 
Because the" bearings were required to operate 
- :;. 
'10,000 hours without maintenance, an actiiye, flowing lubr:i;cation system Wr;l.S 
required eo The lubrication system incorporated an i:nj~ction system and e:;)scaven-
ging device. An inaeqtion system was required ceo supply only as much lubricant 
v 
,. • )1 \) : 
as needed. A scavenging device was requ~red to scavenge the bearing cavitie:;,s 
fa~,ter than the in'wardv fl;w of therequ±red amount of lub;icant to prevent 
flooding. 
1. Beari.ng-Lubricating Ipjec.to:t:.c 
. , 
The \11ubricant injector was designed to provide4pO<lpounds 
I" 
per hour lubricant to the two bearing's ~ "This rate of lubricant f:].ow provides 
abundant !l.ubricauon and also keeps the bearing tempe'ratu:rre below 250°F", To ; 
ensure re~ial;>ility, each lUbricant-inj~cti~nhole w~S"lI1ade' large, enough to 
minimize possible fouling~ The sele~ed" de,sign 'con~is'ted of an injection ring" 
. ~, 
c with six e<;tually distri~,uted 0;;04 inch diameter holes which direct luqricant 
toward\~he inner \\ race of tlJ.e bearings. () , 
'I) 
15 
¥ 
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2. Bearing-Lubricant Slingers 
Two lubricant slingers are used, which are opposite to the 
, 
lubricant injection rings in order to scavenge the bearing cavities of poly-::' 
phenyl ether lubricant. To prevent bearing flooding, each slinger is designed 
to pump against a 5 psia discharge pressure which" is a requirement for the 
lubricant-coolant pump, and at a flow which is much grea~er than the specified 
\\ 
bearing flow of 200 pounds-per-hour. The" selected slinger design has smooth 
,," 
faces. Noming.l assembled axial clearances of 0.019 inch, and radial clear-
ances of 0.010 inch are obtained. 
slinger i~ 0.14 horsepower. 8 
e' The calcu±'ated power consumption for each; 
3. Motor-Cavi ty/S;avenge Slinger" 
/V 
InitiallY-YG was intended to provi~e aoc~rbon seal and 
lift-off device between the motor end" bearing and the motor winding cavi tyto 
prevent leakage of Mix-4P3E into the cavity when the unit is not operating, 
or at lower speeds when the dynamic seal system is not effective. The lift-
"off seal system would be similar to that described previously (IC). Consid-
eration wa§a"given; to the fact that leakage into the cavity might occur due to 
0.: ,t,1'-' 
an ineffe.ctive seal, a,nd the Mix-4P3E could only be removed from the motor by 
either draining'the f,luid overboard, which would have required additional 
vaJ,.Ying, or by boiling-off the fluid. by motor thermaJ:~\ cl~ndi tions . A thermal 
\\ /// ,"j Y 
~~klysis "under flooded, motor condl tiomF was performed, and this indicated that 
, ,,!J ,..:.- . '. 
tne wi'nding temperature would increase by approximately 100°F due to added power 
(~" 
c'onsU!Option of 0.5 horsepower and ~cous drag 1fects. This effect ris un-
desirable from an insulation life standpointl' aJ the introduotion of drain 
',-. ( 
valves introduces other complications. 
slinger'w's's inriorporated I)in the design. 
-~ ~ 
T~erefore, a motor cavity scavenge 
-'A '~-; .... \_ ,/.. 
This..-Yhat9.' the capability of purging the 
rotor "air" gap of 'fluid and return it to the lubricant-coolant system. Thel~ 
;:1" 
maximum power for "a flooded rotor, and sllinger wa.s calculated to be 0.9 horse-
power, but this falls ~qff rapidly as scavenging is accomplished (see Figure 4). 
E • QBEAR~G ~,~STEM 
The' bearing design is a single r'ow,· angillar contact ball bearing» 
with alcow-.a.houlderin the inner ring, and with an outer ring-piloted bal]_ 
,;se~arator ''or \ne-Pied~ construction. The bearing design goal ~as to obt'8.in a 
, , 
minimum life of 10,000 hours Cwith 99:5% reliability. 
o 
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The bearing design was based on the folllWing conditions: 
Characteristics for BeariES Desi~n 
Speed, rpm 
Loads: 
Axial, Ib 
Radial, Ib 
'~ 
Equivalent, lb 
7800 
55 (110 Ib at start) 
45 (65 lb at st~rt) 
165 
Maximum acceleration, rpm/sec 800 
Lubricant: 
Pressure, psia 
Flow, lb/hr 
(polyphenyl ether Mix 4p3E) 
1 .. 0 
200 
Angular contact bearings were selected for their high load 
capacity and good :radial stiffness. With axial preload t-liere is no'internal 
:) 
looseness under o'Pe~ating conditions. Full-rolling contact and optifuUm 
r-~' : 
dynamic balance c&n be maintained at all times. The contact angle was 
established by the radial Play requirem~nts and the race curvature. The 
tolerances wel"'E!,chosen'for long bearing life and high reliabilityo Selective 
assembly techniques were used to prevent sliding fit, between the outer races 
" and the housing. A one~piece iron..;.silicon bronze cage design was selected 
::;; fJ 
for maximum strengt"h and light weight construction. The cage was also ' 
designed for -maximum lubricant flow .. 
is shown in Table III. 
o 
The detailed description of the bearings 
1.'/ 
The expected bearing life maybe estimated by ~ssigning life 
, 
increments for improvements in this bearing over a conventiohal bearing. 
(, \ 
The more "importa,nt 'bearing life °parameters are as follows : 
, C' 
Bearing Life rarameters 
.. .. () 
6,560 '1 "::::::> Load rating, lb" 
Fatigue life "Wi th' 98. 5%' reliability, hours 40,000 
" Power consumptioll} horsepower 0 .. 2 (140 watts) 
Shaf-c lQading', see Figure 3 
') 
I-' 
\0 
,l[ 
U 
" 
" 
e, 
Ta ble ,III. Mereu ry Pu mp-Motor 0 Assembly Bearing Design 
~ 
L TYPE -ROLLING ELEMENT ANGULARc CONTACT BALL BEAR ING 
2.' 0 BEARING INTERNAL GEOMETRY 
~. Contact Angle - 16° 
b. Race Curvatures: Inner - 52%, Outer - 53% 
» n 
c, Number of Balls - 12' , 
d. Size of' Balls - 7116 in: 
3. CAGE - OUTER LAND RID ING 
'a. Material - Iron Silicon Bronze 
b. Diametral Clearance - 0.020 in.: 
c." Ban Pocket Clearance - 0.031 in. 
u 
4. MAIERIALS " 
, a. {Races - CEV M. A IS.I M-50 (S i ngl e Heat) 
.' I (\ ',' Hardness - Rockwell C63to, 65 
fj~ Balls - CEVM, AIS I M-59 (Single Heat) 
Hardness - Rockwell C64 to 66 ~ 
5. BEAR iNG TOLERANCES 
a. "Per ABEe Class 7 and: 
(I) Balls -'Grade 5 
(2) Inner Race Curvature +0.001 in. 
~ ~-(3) ,Outer Race Curvature, -+0. D02in. 
-b. Marked for Selective Assembfy 
n 
\.) 
c 
\~: 
",' 
,I 
;:\ 
'" .~ 
-'5mm 
I.J""",J~ 
:~ I7mm 
,'," 
1Zmm 
F. MOTOR DESIGN 
The motor design was selected on the 'basis of an op~imization 
between motor efficiency and pump efficiency. A preliminary study indicated 
that a conventional induction motor would be best for the application. For 
induction motors using! 400 Hertz,3-phase power', the highest efficiency is 
obtained by moto~s using six or eight poles. Sinc~ the mercu~y pump is also 
most efficient at the highest speed obtainable, a 400 Hertz, 3-p~se induction 
six-pole motor was selected. To meet the performance requirements, listed in 
,~ 
Table III, a motor of the squirrel-cage induction type was selected. The gross 
- rotor length was 2" 75 inches and the "diameter 3.2'5 inches. Liquid coolant, 
Mix-4p3E (at 2l0~), flows through the outer stator periphery at a rate of 200 
to 400 p~ds-per-hour -Bo keep the hot spot temperature below 4oo'1:p. An 
organic insulation system (polyimide "MLII) was selected based on expected 
operating temperatures and hermetically-sealed housings were incluq~d to 
minimize ou.tgas sing in the vacuum environment. 
The electrical losses in Table IV res1ll t in" au: expected motor 
u 
electrical efficiency of 88% for a lagging power factor of 0 .. 77. 
TABLE rv. MOTOR PERFORMANCE AND EILECTRICAL IDSSES 
_Motor P~r:forma.nce ReSluirements 
Synchronous speed, rpm 
" Power supply" 
Ra ted rotor, developed power, hI' 
Speed at rated outpU'c" rpn (minimum) 
Minimum efficiency, % 
Power factor, minimum 
Motor'ElectricaJ. Losses 
,St&tor l2R and core iosses, kw 
Stator '~ron" kw 
R()tor, kw 
Total Electrical wsses, kw 
20 
8000' 
3-phase, 208 volts 
(line-to-line), 400 Hz 
, 3.43 \\ 
7800 
86 
0.65 
r) 
0.196:' 
0.0.78 
~ 
q).;Ss 
0" 
., 
" 
" 
III.. l'I.iERCURY PUMP TESTING .AND DEVELOPMENT 
-:-\ 
The indi V:.dual mercury pump components and the complete mercury pump 
motor ass~bly were evaluated in a test program. The motor, the jet pump, 
i;;he lubrication system, and the sealing system were first tested independently. 
After the individual component performance was determined, the perfo~ce of 
the complete pump motor as f embly was evaluated in ttvo mercury loops wh:L9h 
simulated the SNAP-8 envier nmental and operational requirements in space. 
Simulation was achieved in the mercury loops by pumping ~ercury heat~d to 6000F, 
~ ~ 
andl'by providing a, vacuum system at the mercury pump seal-exhaust port. A 
complete coolant and lUbrication system was also provided. 
The mercury pump's short-term and endurance' capabilities were evaluated 
in the mercury:, loops. The hydraulic and electrical performance was determined p 
n 
including the head-capacity character:L:9tj,cs, the temperature and pressure 
distributions, and the jet pump and mercury pump motor assembly efficiencies. 
/1 II 
The mercury X/urnP motor assembly was incorporated in the complete power con;.. '" 
version system and tested to permit an evaluation of thecOnlpatibility and effect 
on performance while ,operating with .all the system components under actual 
o 
service conditions. System testing also allowed a more thorough analysis of 
transient system effects on the mercury pump during system startup and shut-
downfl 
A. 
o 
COMPONENT TESTS 
D 
Motor Insulation Tests 
. 
A polyimide-insulated motor was submerged in polyphenyl 
ether and operated at temperatures of 2500 and 300~ for 20,000 hours.. This 
test was c6nducted to determine the compatibility of the lubricant-coolant 
.!;i, on, the insulatien. No perceptible insulation degradation 1)I'8.S observed. 
21 
2. Bea~ing Slstem Tests 
The bearing system was tested independently to determine 
the minimum lUbrication reqturements necessary to prevent life-limiting 
bearing overheating. Lubricant flow as low as 50 pounds -per-hour held the 
bearing temperature to approximately 262<1r, which was below the aqceptable 
275°F level (see Figure 5). When tes'ted in the hot mercury loop as a complete 
pump-motor assembly, a minimum of 60 pounds-per-hour of lubricant was required 
to maintain bearing temperature below 262O:F. 
CJ The maximum bearing-lubricant flow was found to be 
260 pounds-per-hoUr (see Figure 5). Flows g~eater than 260 pounds-per-hour 
tended to, flood the bearings, increasing bearing power consumption by 0.25 
::." 
horsepower. Consistent with pre-test calculations, the bearing-scavenging 
slingers prevented bearing flooding for sliDger discharge pressures below 
10 psia. Since the system will. probably never encounter pressures abOve 
10 psia, ,.then no flooding is expected to occur. 
Dynamic Seal Tests 
\ 
The optimum dynamic mercury seal design was derived by 
indi vidl.lally testing 'the visco-pump, the si':i..~er, and the molecular pump. 
Various screw pump type seals and slinger designs and running clearances ~V'ere 
evaluated. The best performing dynamic elements were then combined for 
integrated seal 'testing with the following results: 
Characterist:ic 
....... -y: .... o 
Visco"'pump pressure generation,psi/:.tnch 
' .. Visco-pum,p pOWe.rcpnsumption, hp co 
Slinger pOWer consUmption, hp 
Average measured mercury leakage, Ib 
(2 to 200 hour testing durations) 
, 
(;; 
22 
75 
0.25 
Q'.35 
<0.2 
u 
Both the visco-pump and the slinger maintained stable liquid-
vapor interfaces which is necessary for good sealing. The visco-pump/molecular 
pump combination performed as expected. No precise leakage measurements were 
made, but a careful recording of the mercury found in various test system traps 
indicated that the leakage was low, and probably near the estimated leakage of 
1.76 pounds per 10,000 hours. 
4·. Jet Pump Tests 
De;Jrelopment tr~sting of the jet pump was conducted in water 
and later in mercury for the purpose of determining jet pump performance related 
to orifice size, and the location of jet nozzle to centrifugal impeller. The 
water and mercury tests showed satisfactory correlation. With either liqu.id, 
the jet pump efficiency was approximately 12.5%, or slightl:;; lower than expected 
(see Figure 6 for jet pump performance). This slightly lower-than-expected test 
efficiency was compensated by the jet pump's ability 'to supply ~'" net positive 
suction head of 7 feet to the centrifugal pump inlet. This net positive suction 
head was'sufficient to suppress centrifugal pump cavitation under normal oper-
ation conditions. 
The jet nozzle diameter and jet to cen-tiirifugal pum~ length 
were selected based on these test results. 
B. MERCURY PUMP PERFORMANCE UNDER SIMULATED SYSTEM CONDI'I~IONS 
1. Mercury Pump Short-TeTm Performance 
r.: "" 
The mercury pU1np' s short-term performance was determined in 
simulated system te.s5,S in the liquid mercury loop test facility. Themercury 
pump's efficiency, temperature and pressure distributions, and its performance 
for normal and low suction pressures were determined. 
a. Efficiency c 
Ths jet-centrifugal pump's: efficiency was significantly 
higher than expected. While conservative calcu.lation~s predicted a 22% jet-
, 
(;/ 
centrifugal hydraulic efficiency (ignoring. seal, bearing,)and moto~ losses), 
the' test resultsind:Lca.ted a 29% hydrauli6?efficiencyas shown in Table V. 
1;:-
This highet than expected test perf'onnanc~ is ~1:itributed to the "selection of 
conservati VB hea.d coefficients :t'or the centrifugal pump du~c te the lack of 
background experience with s~l mercury pumps. 
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TABLE V. - MERCURY PUMP-MOTOR ASSEMBLY PERFORMANCE DATA 
Components and Parameters 
Pump Jet/Centrifugal 
Flow, gpm 
Speed, rpm 
Inlet temperature, "F 
Inlet pressure, ps~a 
Pres'sure rise (ffi» it psid 
Head, ft 
HydrauJ.ic power, kw 
Efficiency, % 
Total Hydraulic Losses, watts 
Motor Scavenge Slinger Loss) watts 
Motor-Induct~on Type " 
Total electrical losses, watts 
Test Results 
1.8 
7830 
505 
10.5 
>487 
87 
0.38 
29.0 
1150 
l50li x 
, 
'C 
f 
428 
87.8 
/ . 
(',' 
I Motor electrical efficiency, 
Motor efficiency, % 36 .. 8 c:;::Y 
(electrical &,hYdraul~c) 
Input power , lew If 3~0 )1 
Power factor 0.77 
Overall PMA efficiency, % 12.7 
I> 
Figure 7 shows 12.7% efficienqy for the'( enti~e) pump-
~, 
motor assembly which includes '-all bearing, seal, and motor lasses. 
-:; 
b. 
,;. \1 
'remperature:Qistribution 
Analytical results:cof the tempera.ture distribution in 
n ", 
th~ pump-motor were ~obtained for a pump opera'lij,ng in space environment. To 
.! .' (:) '''-",;) 
simulate ih,e space conditions, insulation was wrap1;)ed around the entire pum}.\-
, .,', ';}' 
motor for testi:ng. c, The results indicated that all the temperatures were less 
than expected with the exception of the motor stator iron temperature and th,e 
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motor' housing temperature (Figure 8). The higher stator iron temperature was 
believed to have resulted from an unexpectedly high rate of heat transfer from 
the wind~ng coil to the stator iron. The slightly higher temperatures of the 
stator iron and the motor housing were not Gonsidered significant. 
c. Pressure Distribution 
The pressure distribution around the centrifugal pump's 
impeller was used to determine the probable radial and axial thrusts acting on 
the impeller. Using the measured pressure distribut±on as a basis, the maxi-
mum axial' thrust towards the motor "was 63 pounds ,'compared to a calculated 60 
': 
pounds; and the maxi~um radial load was 17 pounds, cO+llpared to a calculated 
15 pounds. 
d. Hydraulic Performance 
Figure 7 shows the head capacity characteristies of 
the mercury pump., The head generated at ;'d~sign floyr was close to the predicted 
value. The head/flow curve corresponds toa typical pump with a specific speed 
L 'J 
., ' .. -~. 
It was demonstrated for steady-state ope~~t~~n that 
. the mercury pump was able to oper~te with the minimum system, net positive suc-
tion head required of 1.53 foot at design flow without any performance degra-
dation. 
During start-up the poweroconversion syst~'m requires 
a 0.14 fjoot n~.t positive suction head for a pump flow of 40% of design 
(Figure 9) ~ Therefore , it is demonstrated that NPSH for th~ mercury pump is 
adequate to meet the design flot\!' condition. 
2. i" Mercury P~p Development 
'~, Three' of the four major; problems, encountered during mercury 
pump development were so~ved by minor,modifications •. The problems of motor 
cavity :flooding, pump impeller cavitation induced by the original impeller, bolt 
~ 0' , 
and" ~cking devi.ce, ,::;:jalid jet pump nozzle blockage were solved completel~. How-
ever, the problem of the actuating' bellow's bursting has not been totally solved. 
a. Motor~Cavi ty' Scavenge Slinger 
l~' .:> ~ :;,' 
'Testing ~howed that the motor ca;¥ity scavenging slinger ~ Q 
was effective in purging the motor cavity of bearing lubricantapd this req-
uired approximately 0.5 horsepower 'at steady-state condit,ions. 
,.::-~ 
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Figure 8e Mercury Pump-Motor Assembly Test Data - Temperature Distribution 
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b. Streamlined Bolthead and Locking Device 
In the original impeller bolt design, the head was of 
the conventional Allen screw type. The bolt and its associated locking d~vice 
caused minor interruptions in the mercury flOW" which resulted in cI:r'litation 
damage.. When the 'mercury pump was operated at extremely]..O\'1' suction pressures 
for cavitation tests, the depressions in the bolt bpad aggravated the cavitation 
damage to the impeller. A change to a mOre streamlined bolt head and locking 
device eliminated the problem. 
~ ... " 
c. _/ - Meshed Pulnp-Suction Screen 
During one test, the jet pump nozzle was particularly 
blocked by what was believed to be a weld scale. Sustained mercury' pump 
operation with a partly blocked nOZ,zle resulted in some very slight cavitation 
damage to the pump impeller. This potential hazard was elinlina,ted in later 
tests by the insertion of a fine mesh C)screen at the pump inJ..et upstream of the 
jet pump_ 
d. static Shaft-Seal Lift-Off Device 
The first lift-off device for the static seals consisted 
" 
of bellows which Were actuated by mercury from the mercury pump discharge. 
In the first two t.ests using this device, the weld ~eam ruptured. 
The "waterhalnniern effect ,was 'produced when the meI'cury pump was starbed 
quickly. The combination of high veld seam stresses and the "waterhammer" 
effect produced the rYipture. In a modified system the actuating medium was 
changed to 200 psia nitrogen gas. The substitution of,nitrogen ~id not, 
however, solve the problem,and development has been continued. 
;.) 
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). Merc'url Pump Endurance 
The mercury pump has verified its capability to operate con-
tiri:ually for 10,000 hourse The purpose of the endurance tests was to 
determine what factors might prevent a de~;red 40,000 hour operational life. 
Testing began in May of 1967 and continued through December 1968. A total of 
12,227 hours testing time was accumulated including 109 startsf;l 
Merc'i.l!'Y pump performance was determined at the beginning 
of the endurance test and periodically thereafter. The results showed no 
significant changes in the mercury pumpis head-capa.city characteristics or 
efficiency. A post-test inspection, however, revealed damage to the impeller 
and the v.;tscg-pumPe There were also min~r cracks in the motor-rotor conducto~\ 
bars. The other mercury :pump component~/, however, were in good condition. 
a. Centrifugal-Pump Impeller Back.-Hub Damage 
The pump impeller was found to be severely damaged at 
the hub area adjacent to the back vanes (see 'Figure 10), an a.rea. not generally 
damaged by cavitation. Cavitation was, nevertheless, considered the cause of 
dElmage, though the exact mechanism of cavitation' vias unde.tennined. 'X'he damage 
., 
was j~~e~ to limit the mercury pump life to less tban the desired 40,000 
(-v<.. 
hours. Although the life already exceeded; the 10,000 hour requirement, a 
solution to this problem is being sought to extend the mercury pump life to 
40 ,,000 bours. 
b. Centrifuga.l-Pump Impeller-Vane Damage 
Cavitation damage was observed on the centrifugal pump's 
I) : ~~. 
impeller vane (see Figure 11). The damage '#as restrfcted primar:tJs to ·tih~ 
~;; 
vanels ~~gh-pressure side near the impelle~ inlet. The d~e consisted of 
" .. '\\ 
surface !"Oughening to an approX1lnate 0.001 inch depth,.which was attl~buted'C 
to the extremely low pressures encountered by the mercury pump during a.bnol1I1aJ. 
\\ 
operating conditions of low ~uctionpressure •. ~ 
3.1. II 
~
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c. Visco-Pump Clogging and Cavitation Damage 
The visco-pump was clogged with foreign matter along 
half its total length, Figure 12. This matter was mostly mass transfer 
products leached from the mercury system. Mass transfer products precipitate 
I 
at the visco-seal,because the visco-seal is at the lowest pressure and 
(-:;~' 
temperature of the entire mercury loopo If the visco-pump becomes entirely 
filled with these transfer products,! it loses its dynamic sealing capability 
and becomes totally ineffective for)mercu~y containment. Moreover, the mass 
v/ \;' 
transfer deposits filled the Vis7o-pump in a nearly isothermal lool? (a loop in which the temperature is app~0ximately constant), and therefore, this prob-
lem may b.e more severe ~):l system operation. 
'~J 
The ~sco-pump grooves also showed evidence of cavi-
tation damage, Figure 13. The damage was slight, however, and does not appear 
to be life-lim,i ting. A test program is currently being conducted at Aerojet-
" General Corporation to detennine the relatiOnship of visco-pump operation and 
cavitation. 
d. Cracks on the Motor-Rotor Conductor Bars 
Examinat:i.on o~) tne motor after the endurance -best 
completion revealed several minor cracks of the motor-rotor conductor bars, 
Figure 14. These cracks did not affect the performance of the motor. Analysis 
showed that a minor change in the fabri~ation technique, and inspection control 
would probably eliminate any futu~e cracking. 
e. ~t Discoloration (? 
EXQept for surface discoloration at the mof"br end, the 
shaft was in good condition. None of its dimensions were significantly changed. 
It was considered that heat soak-back along the shaft from the motor caused the 
discoloration, however, there appeared to "be no adverse effect to the bearings .-:=) 
\oil 
0gure 12.. Visco Pump Sleeve Showing Fille d Grooves at Disassembly 
After 12,227 Hours Operation and 109 start Cycles 
.. 

f. Bearing-Race Dimensional Change 
The bearings were in excellent condition after the 
endurance test, Figure 15. There was no evidence to indicate possible future 
failure. The balls and the outer races showed excellent dimensional stability, 
but the inner ring revealed an apparent 0.0005 inch growth. The change in the 
inner race dimension and the tracks on the ball bearings indicated that the 
bearing clearance was less than optimum. If the dimensional change was caused 
by shaft over-heating, it is possible that the bearing life maybe shortened. 
An investigation of this possibility is being conducted •. 
C. SYSTEM TEST S 
One of the most important aspects in mercury pump testing was its 
incorporation into a complete power,conversion system. There have been four 
such systems with a total testing time of 8,755 hours'as of December 1968. 
During testing the mercury pump was subjected to the une,:x:pected behavior of 
test support e~uipmen~ and the other SNAP-8 components comprising the power 
conversion system. The following are several incidents which have occurred 
during in-service tests: leakage of sodium-pota.ssium alloy into the mercury 
system, with the conse~uent formation of an amalgam in the mercury pump; 
operation of the mercury pump without mercury and l~ing with a debris-clogged 
jet pUmp nozzle. Throughout all these tests the mercury pump has sustained only 
minor ,damage. It has never been the prime factor in caus~ng power conversion 
";'0.system shutdowns. As of December 1968" two pumps are being tested and have 
accumUlated test times in excess of 1,400 hours"'in actual systems without 
problems .. 
•
 
(:, 
IV. 
The mercury pump has proven to' b~ adequate~a~a'" boiler feed pump for 
>~'('",:-~o-,::,_ _ ~ 
the SNAP-8 power cQiJ.Yersion system. o~e) Ofj:the~~!7t:ercury pumps has operated 
'f'rr 12,227 hours of satisfactory operation umder system conditiol1s, thereby 
\\ --surpa,~$;ing 'ii ts design life of 10 :fOOO hours. The overall merc\lry pump per-
5 0 
formed as expected and, had an oY'erall efficiency of 12.7% as determined by II 
Although a mercury pump was tested for 12,227 hours without incident, 
;:) 
~. 
post-test ana:+ysis indicated that ,the following factors might be life limiting 
'beyond the design life of 10,000 hours: 
, .,~ 
Pump ImpellEtl - The pump impeller had cavitati~ damage on, the 
~ 0,' 
o 
front vanen and at the hub neXt ·.:to the back vanes. The cavitation damage on, 
the front vanes was as .. expected and is not a caus~ for concern with respect "~\ 
to pump life 0 Thedam,age on the hub next to the back vanes was more severe~~:/\ 
'.~ 
and\might curtail ~bp life. The problem is currently beir);g studied. 
" 
o = V:i:lsco Purap - ~e visco pU1lY~p was fouled with foreign matter and 
also showed cavitation damage. The ('!s--;~~~-tation damage was not considered to 
,". ," ,,~ . .-
~'-; ".' 'I ') IJ 
be serious enough to curtail pump -l:Li~; "but the fouling by the debris poses 
" a problem ~n system operat,ion. The fouling was attributed to mass tre.nsfer 
" in the mercury loop. T'nesolution is to'minimize the mass transfer in the 
:; merc'Ll4Y loop, and to increase the pum'p IS ca;pacity':i.n accepting the mass 
transfer protlucts •. 
o Bearings - The bearings WiaFe in excellent· condition follmring 
the tests. The i~er' race had a slight growth which could shorten the life 
9f the bearing, but improved' coolj.ng lfthe inner rac~ should eJ.;:liminate- any 
problem in thfl3 a..rea. ,)' , 
.. ;,,- -'i (J 
It-" " To, :i,mpr~{r{ the mercUry pull'pt s reliabil:tty;~~}.1:2J .capabjjity to operate 
\) 
,,,. \ 
continuouslyI'or 
follows: 
'\,11 J/~ 
4Q,000 hOUl'S, further de'V'e4opmen~./ls being con1j~nued as 
• o;l\!ercury pwnp incorp6ration of 
~.", " 
40 " n 
, I) 
fl' 
\\ 
seal lift;-of'f device • 
!) 
• Analysis and resolution of the cavitation problem which exists 
--; ~-/\ 
, I 
at the impeller hub next to the b~!ck vanes. () 
• 
study of techniques which might improve the cooling of the 
() 
bearing inner race. 
~I 
continuation of system and design refinement tests and analysis. 
\\ 
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